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“COVID19 situation in South Africa using new epidemiological models”
.
We have solved the SIR transmission-dynamics equations analytically with (ESIR
model) and without (D model) recovery assumptions, characterizing the evolution of
pandemic waves at different stages (exponential and slowdown phases, peak, decay,
etc). Monte-Carlo simulations also support these pandemic trends. We applied our
models to the first and second waves worldwide. For the first wave, similar trends
suggest a common pandemic evolution with universal parameters. Although lockdown
conditions continuously change, affecting the initial conditions of the transmissiondynamics equations, our models can be extended to describe additional spatial-time
effects arising, for instance, from the release of lockdown measures.
For the second wave in South Africa, we predicted its peak at the end of January in agreement with data.
Data continued following the predicted trend while in Level 3 conditions, a declining trend which may continue until
~20 February. Additional effects from lifting restrictions and starting school (Feb 15) may likely manifest at the end
of February, early March, broadening out the pandemic trend or inducing yet another wave. The final outcome
strongly depends on our personal behaviour preventing viral spreading from now on. Finally, similar results from
ESIR and D models suggest that most susceptibles become infected, asymptomatic and eventually recover.
Our work has been published in Applied Mathematical Modelling (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apm.2020.10.019).
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